Anarchist Prison Newspaper in 1919
At the height of the Russian Civil War in August, 1919, anarchists imprisoned
by the Bolsheviks in Yekaterinburg began publishing a handwritten newspaper Prison Nabat [Tocsin] in the name of the Union of Working Anarchists.
Sergei Ovsiannikov describes the background of this episode and the content
of the publication, which was hardly underground in nature since it included
instructions on which cell to deliver submissions to. The first page of the first
issue is reproduced below along with an English translation.
Thanks to the Free Archives (https://vk.com/vol_arch) for publishing the first
issue of Prison Nabat.
Translation by Malcolm Archibald.

PRISON NABAT

I

by Sergei Ovsiannikov

n the summer of 1919, a group of activists of the
Nabat Confederation of Anarchist Organizations
of Ukraine, including B. V. Yelensky, I. F. Kuchinsky,
A. Kristos, I. Meyers, and M. Mrachny, set out for
Yekaterinburg to engage in illegal work. In Yekaterinburg they started the Nabat Union of Working
Anarchists, and set up a print shop.

archist”). In the section “Chronicle,” there was news
from Cells No. 2 and 3 (p. 3, authors—“Freelover”
and “Finch”). In the section “Telegrams” there was
an item about the death of A. Zhelezniakov that
mentions the contacts of the prisoners with comrades in freedom, news from abroad, and the declaration “Persecuted in the Urals,” telling about the
arrests on August 12. The newspaper also published
On July 15, Yekaterinburg was occupied by units of a number of literary pieces, “A Small Feuilleton” and
the Red Army, allowing the Union to become a legal the famous “March of the Anarchists.” Under “Anorganization. On July 23, with the permission of the nouncements” we find that in the near future it was
local Revkom [Revolutionary Committee], a club planned to organize a debate and a concert.
and a reading room were opened. But on August 12,
1919, a detachment of the Cheka burst into the club The second issue is opened by an article by “Black
with a search warrant and arrested all the members Raven” entitled “What’s Next?” with an analysis of
of the Union. The search didn’t turn up anything, the future actions of the Bolshevik government. Also
but all the arrested individuals were remanded to the in this number is a literary page with “Instead of a
Special Branch [of the Cheka]. Then 43 members of Feuilleton” (author—”Freelover”) and the poem “To
the Union were sent to Yekaterinburg Prison No. 1. the Children of the Proletariat” (p. 2). Political articles: “Thoughts Aloud” (author—“O”), “Why?” (auTwo issues of the handwritten Prison Nabat were thor—“Typesetter”), and “Dare I Say” (M. Mrachpublished: № 1 (August 16, 1919) and № 2 (August ny), which angrily denounces the tyranny of the
19, 1919). The editor was “Black Raven,” and there Bolshevik authorities, who have kept the anarchists
were four pages of copy.
in prison for a week without charging them with
The first number of Prison Nabat was introduced anything. The issue ends with “Prison Chronicles,”
in which “Finch” reports that 17 people remain in
with an “Open Letter to Workers and Honourable
custody, lectures are being delivered in the cells, and
Revolutionaries,” which told about the arrest of the
courses in the English language are being conducted.
anarchists, their incarceration in a Yekaterinburg
prison, and their decision to publish a handwrit- Publication of the newspaper was probably conten newspaper. Further in the issue was an obituary cluded with the release of the anarchists from the
for Comrade Sukharev (p. 2, author—“Worker An- Yekaterinburg prison.
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THE OPPRESSED AGAINST
THE OPPRESSORS ALWAYS!
We’re sitting in prison for
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Open letter to workers and honourable limit ourselves to a single front but left several groups behind for underground work in
revolutionaries
places occupied by the counterrevolution.
Comrades! We’re sitting in prison for the Some of the comrades left behind died at
first time after the Revolution. The ex- the hands of the butchers, while the remainternal and internal circumstances haven’t der continued their revolutionary work, the
changed: the same jailers (with a few excep- fruits of which we must cherish while contions), the same filth, the same “ty” [literal- tinuing to engage in a fierce struggle with
ly “thee”—a demeaning form of address in the world bourgeoisie for the Social Revothis context – M. A.], being yelled at . . . in lution.
a word—prison. It’s even more unpleasant
that we’re surrounded on all sides by our And now those comrades remaining among
sworn enemies, the lackeys of the bourgeoi- the living and arriving to replenish the ranks
sie. When we sat in prison previously, we of the fallen are sitting in prison.
knew that on the other side of the wall next For what reason?
to us were comrade workers, peasants, and
members of the intelligentsia, fighting for Why is it necessary to the comrade comthe very same interests, and being pissed on munists to imprison the anarchists without
by the tsar and his lackeys and suppressors any kind of investigation?
of freedom. But to sit in prison now and be Let us repeat once more that we have provpissed on by those comrades with whom we en with our own blood that at the present
struggled as one, against our common ene- time we are working for the same goals as
my, and to see around us the defenders of the soviets.
the bourgeois system—predators and butchers of our comrades: this is the tragedy of Now we anarchists who are sitting in prison appeal to all genuine revolutionaries, to
the Russian Revolution, a heartbreaking exworkers and peasants, to speak up and issue
perience in which the actions of the individa just rebuke.
uals in power are impossible to understand.
Comrade revolutionaries!
What did the anarchists of the Urals represent in the past and what do they represent There’s no time to lose!
now?
Proletarian blood is flowing like a river!
The revolutionary workers and peasants of The bourgeoisie is winning!
the Urals know the answer.
We need to push back today—tomorrow
Let us note that a detachment of anarchists will be too late!
set out from Ekaterinburg to fight against the With comradely greetings,
Czech legionnaires and the White Guardists,
Union of Working Anarchists of the Urals
and many comrades perished on the field of
battle in the forests of the Urals. We didn’t Yekaterinburg Prison № 1, August 8, 1919.

